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Southshore Journal : Surf the Wave of American News.




Welcome to SouthshoreJournal, your privileged information source for all details regarding American news. With enriching content and comprehensive coverages, our site aims to keep you informed about the latest news and analyses in the United States. At SouthshoreJournal, we make news accessible and digestible, so you can focus on what’s vital.







What we offer
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What we believe




At SouthshoreJournal, information comes at no cost. We believe that free access to news is essential and we stand by that principle. Our newsletter is complimentary, and our archives, rich with an array of articles and stories, are also freely accessible. We believe in an informed citizenry, and in playing our role in creating it. 




Reading SouthshoreJournal is not just about staying informed, it’s about participating in the American discourse- all at no cost to you.














Our categories




Discover the current social issues in the United States, including human rights, education, health, and social justice.




Stay informed about American scientific and technological breakthroughs, from the fascinating world of research to the technological frontier.










Access to the latest political news, focusing on government policies, elections, parliamentary consultations, and more.
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Team description




Our team is a dynamic mix of experienced journalists, editors, and contributors who are passionate about sharing news and information that matters. We understand the responsibility we carry in dispensing information and take pride in our high editorial standards. 




Together, we work tirelessly in bringing you the most accurate and current news bulletin.














Media values




SouthshoreJournal is dedicated to truth, fairness, and accuracy. Our goal is to give a balanced and up-to-date perspective on the issues affecting the American people. 




We are committed to upholding journalistic ethics, integrity, objectivity, and independence in carrying out our work.
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Thousands of people are using anti-cancer drugs without knowing if they work or not


April 7, 2024


The US Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) accelerated approval program aims to give patients quick access to promising drugs. But how often do they actually improve or prolong patients' lives? …
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First human case of avian flu transmitted by dairy cows detected


April 7, 2024


Migratory waterfowl are to blame for growing outbreaks of bird flu in Texas cows and poultry, and wild birds carrying the virus should head north soon, state Agriculture Commissioner Sid …
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Busy Life Syndrome: The danger of excessive commitments and tasks


April 7, 2024


We live in a society marked by hurry, constant activity and a growing need to fulfill multiple responsibilities. In this context Busy life syndrome arises, a condition that reflects the …
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Diet Linked to Higher Rates of Preeclampsia in Latinas


April 6, 2024


For pregnant Latinas, food choices could reduce the risk of preeclampsia, an especially dangerous type of hypertension. A new study shows that a diet based on cultural food preferences, rather …
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Habeck in the USA: Three cities, four days, six questions


April 8, 2024


Washington, New York, Chicago – Robert Habeck was once again in the USA to check on things. A few questions remain unanswered. It has almost become a tradition: Once a …
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Oscar Awards 2024: Wrestler John Cena enters the stage naked


April 8, 2024


He was supposed to announce the award for best costume design: At the Oscars, wrestler John Cena took the stage naked. There was a reason for that. Played speedster incident …
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Sweden's accession ceremony: Stoltenberg warns of Ukraine's “surrender”.


April 8, 2024


While NATO celebrates Sweden's accession, the debate about further military aid for Ukraine continues. Officers hoisted Sweden's flag on Monday as the 32nd in front of NATO headquarters in Brussels. …
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Katie Britt and her appearance in the kitchen – who is this woman?


April 8, 2024


In her counter-speech to Joe Biden, Republican Katie Britt accused the president of political failure using unfair means. She was sitting in a strangely empty kitchen. Who is this woman? …
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South Korea 'watches' North Korea: Launches second spy satellite to track its movements


April 8, 2024


SEOUL, South Korea.- South Korea has launched its second military spy satellitedays after North Korea reaffirmed its plan to launch several reconnaissance satellites this year. The two Koreas launched their …
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Total solar eclipse 2024: In which cities in Mexico, the US and Canada will it be visible?


April 8, 2024


Do you already know where you will see the total solar eclipse on Monday, April 8? Although it will pass to the north of the country, several activitiesFor example, the …
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Milei announces new 'foreign policy doctrine';  Argentina will have a strategic alliance with the US


April 7, 2024


Argentine President Javier Milei announced a “new foreign policy doctrine” based on a strategic alliance with the United States by sharing an event on Friday with a senior US military …
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Trump and violence – El Financiero


April 7, 2024


Last Friday, Donald Trump posted on his social network Truth Social a video in which we see, in the trunk of a truck, an image of President Joe Biden on …
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The United States Environmental Protection Agency awards $20 billion in grants to “green” projects across the country


April 4, 2024


Washington.- The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has awarded this Thursday $20 billion in subsidies to promote the development of “green” energy projects throughout the country. The money will …
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New, stricter emissions standards in the US.  Cars produced between 2026 and 2031 must reduce their emissions


March 20, 2024


Washington.- The United States has revealed new, stricter emissions standards, which vehicles sold in the country will have to meet between the end of 2026 and mid-2031 and which will …
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Methane gas emissions in part of the US triple the official estimate, according to a study


March 13, 2024


New York.- A study published in the journal Nature suggests that methane gas emissions in part of the United States triple the official estimate and calculates that this represents an …
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Spring is coming early, Phill the groundhog announces


February 2, 2024


Washington.- Phil the groundhog emerged this Friday from the den where he hibernated in Punxsutawney (Pennsylvania), did not see his shadow and predicted that Americans will have an early spring, …
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Dominican Republic lands in Miami with tourism fair


April 3, 2024


With great natural landscapes, beaches and good hotel service, as well as good prices, a friendly citizenry and political stability, the Dominican Republic is the most visited country in the …
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Miami-Dade at the doors of agritourism, ordinance debated


March 17, 2024


In Miami-Dade, this activity is not regulated at all. For this reason, an amendment to the legislative project of the commissioner of district 9, Kionne McGhee, under the name “Supplementary …
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Tourism in Los Álamos soars thanks to “Oppenheimer” fame


March 3, 2024


POPLARS.- Oppenheimerwith almost $1 billion at the box office, not only lined the pockets of Hollywood executives, it also brought unexpected profits to the tourism from the discreet community of …
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The number of tourists in Florida decreases during 2023


February 21, 2024


Miami Florida It is one of the main tourist destinations in the United States, recognized for its warm climate, paradisiacal beaches and theme parks. However, there was a slight decrease …
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